Effects of Semantic Feature Type, Diversity, and Quantity on Semantic Feature Analysis Treatment Outcomes in Aphasia
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Purpose: Semantic feature analysis (SFA) is a naming treatment found to improve naming performance for both treated and semantically related untreated words in aphasia. A crucial treatment component is the requirement that patients generate semantic features of treated items. This article examined the role feature generation plays in treatment response to SFA in several ways: It attempted to replicate preliminary findings from Gravier et al. (2018), which found feature generation predicted treatment-related gains for both trained and untrained words. It examined whether feature diversity or the number of features generated in specific categories differentially affected SFA treatment outcomes.

Method: SFA was administered to 44 participants with chronic aphasia daily for 4 weeks. Treatment was administered to multiple lists sequentially in a multiple-baseline design. Participant-generated features were captured during treatment and coded in terms of feature category, total average number of features generated per trial, and total number of unique features generated per item. Item-level naming accuracy was analyzed using logistic mixed-effects regression models.

Results: Producing more participant-generated features was found to improve treatment response for trained but not untrained items in SFA, in contrast to Gravier et al. (2018). There was no effect of participant-generated feature diversity or any differential effect of feature category on SFA treatment outcomes.

Conclusions: Patient-generated features remain a key predictor of direct training effects and overall treatment response in SFA. Aphasia severity was also a significant predictor of treatment outcomes. Future work should focus on identifying potential nonresponders to therapy and explore treatment modifications to improve treatment outcomes for these individuals.
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Naming impairments are pervasive and salient in people with aphasia (PWA; Goodglass & Wingfield, 1997), and their remediation has been the focus of a great deal of theoretical and clinical research (Howard et al., 1985; Nickels, 2002). Impairment-focused interventions that are designed to improve word-retrieval abilities among PWA typically focus on one of two stages of lexical retrieval: phonological encoding or lexical–semantic selection (Foygel & Dell, 2000; Schwartz et al., 2006). Interventions at both levels involve repeated structured practice, with activities that are intended to facilitate access to representations that are critical to that stage of lexical retrieval. For example, Kendall et al.’s phonomotor treatment for anomia (Kendall et al., 2008) engages PWA in a wide variety of activities that provide multimodal reinforcement and practice with retrieving and producing speech sounds (e.g., repetition and production of minimal pairs, observing clinician production of speech sounds, having PWA watch their own speech-sound production in a mirror). With sufficient practice, these activities should promote success in phonological encoding of words (both treated and untreated) that contain those sounds.
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Semantically oriented treatments use a similar logic but focus on the lexical–semantic stage of word retrieval. Semantic feature analysis (SFA) treatment (Boyle & Coelho, 1995) and closely related semantically oriented feature verification treatments (Kiran et al., 2009; Kiran & Thompson, 2003) have patients generate or answer questions about semantic features associated with treated items. For example, in SFA, PWA are presented with pictures of objects that they have difficulty retrieving and are guided to produce associated semantic features in a number of different categories (see Figure 1), on the assumption that generation of these features will increase activation of the hard-to-retrieve lexical–semantic representations (Collins & Loftus, 1975) and thereby facilitate successful word retrieval. There is significant evidence that semantic feature–based treatments do promote improved retrieval of treated words (Boyle, 2010; e.g., Kiran & Thompson, 2003; Quique et al., 2019). In addition, repeatedly accessing these features should both (a) strengthen the conceptual–semantic network and (b) increase activation of other words that share accessed features. Importantly, these properties of semantically oriented naming treatments should promote generalization. Increased activation of semantically related but untreated words should engender “response generalization” (improved naming of related but untreated stimuli), whereas general strengthening of the semantic network—particularly the portion of the network associated with treated items—should promote “stimulus generalization” (improved naming of treated stimuli in other contexts). There is evidence that semantically oriented treatment often results in response generalization (Boyle, 2010; Kiran & Thompson, 2003; Lowell et al., 1995). The evidence for stimulus generalization following such treatment, or for more general improvements in word retrieval in connected discourse, is less clear (Antonucci, 2009; Kristensson et al., 2015; Rider et al., 2008).

Further supportive evidence for the positive effect of repeated practice accessing semantic features during SFA comes from the preliminary findings of a VA RR&D-sponsored clinical trial (NCT02005016) reported by Gravier et al. (2018). This work examined the effects of practice-related predictors on response to intensive SFA in participants with chronic aphasia. Participants received 4 weeks of intensive SFA treatment during which they generated features in five semantic categories: superordinate category (group), physical properties (description), use (function), typical location, and personal association (see Figure 1). An examination of naming-probe performance in a preliminary sample of participants revealed that the average number of participant-generated semantic features per trial was predictive of naming improvements in response to SFA. Critically, this relationship held not only for treated items but also for untreated but related items, whereas other practice-related predictors (such as the total number of treatment trials or total hours of treatment) did not. These findings suggested that structured practice promoting high-dosage, repeated access to semantic features is especially important for promoting response generalization during semantically oriented naming treatment. They are also consistent with the hypothesized connection between semantic feature generation and improved lexical retrieval described above. However, this novel finding was the result of exploratory analyses on a small sample (N = 17). As such, the first aim of the current study was to replicate this specific finding in the full sample of 44 participants from this VA RR&D-sponsored clinical trial, which has now been completed.

In addition to updating the results of Gravier et al. (2018), this article also aims to extend the analyses to address some additional remaining questions. First, while many participants were relatively consistent in the specific features they generated across trials, others were noted to generate a wider variety of features throughout the course of treatment. That is, some participants who generated more features per trial may have done so by repeatedly accessing the same features, whereas others may have generated a wider/more diverse array of target-related features. This observation led us to question whether the positive effect of feature generation reported in Gravier et al. is a consequence of repeated access to the same features or a consequence of greater feature diversity—that is, activating a broader array of features and engendering greater spread of activation within the semantic network (Collins & Loftus, 1975). If the number

Figure 1. Sample semantic feature analysis (SFA) trial presented via a computer with associated program output. The SFA chart (top) is visible for the duration of the trial, whereas the trial information summary (bottom) is generated as a text document and output after each session. “(PG)” indicates that a feature was “participant generated.” The star next to the sentence indicates that the participant was able to generate a correct sentence (minimally containing the subject and verb and two semantically related elements) without clinician assistance. Note that the item name (in the “free text” box) is available during the sentence generation task. Reprinted from Gravier et al. (2018).
of unique features generated by individuals during treatment is associated with greater treatment response, this may indicate that activating features that cover a broader area within a semantic network is important for SFA treatment response. This finding would be consistent with claims that accessing atypical features may be especially beneficial for semantic feature-based naming treatments, precisely because they spread activation across a wider area within a semantic network (Kiran, 2008; Kiran & Thompson, 2003). Therefore, a second aim of this study was to examine whether diversity in feature generation predicted treatment response.

Finally, another question that arose from Gravier et al. (2018) stems from the observation that the effect of feature generation was collapsed across the five feature categories employed in SFA (see Figure 1). However, both cognitive models and clinical impression suggest that perhaps not all semantic features are equal in their facilitative effects. For example, personal associations are also strong retrieval cues. Rogers et al. (1977) found that participants showed better recall for words when they were asked to make judgments regarding their personal experience or connection to those words, than when they were asked to judge them based on phonological or semantic features. This self-reference effect is a robust finding in the memory and learning literature (Symons & Johnson, 1997) and may therefore help facilitate successful lexical retrieval in aphasia. Separate findings (Bower & Winzenz, 1970) found that college-aged adults learning word pairs benefited most in recognition and recall tasks from imagery cues (visualizing an image of a tree and a boat and imagining them interacting when learning the pair “tree–boat”), more than repetition or creating a sentence containing the two words. Both these findings align with the clinical impression of our study team that physical property and personal association features often appear to act as especially strong retrieval cues for PWA receiving SFA treatment. Thus, the third goal of this study was to explore associations between participant-generated features within specific feature categories and SFA treatment outcomes.

**Study Aims**

In summary, the current study has three aims:

1. To replicate the specific finding from Gravier et al. (2018) on the effects of participant-generated features on SFA treatment outcomes using our full study sample.
2. To examine whether feature diversity, or the number of unique features generated, predicts changes in SFA treatment outcomes.
3. To examine how the number of participant-generated features in specific feature categories (i.e., superordinate category/group, physical properties/description, use/function, typical location, and personal association) affects treatment outcomes in SFA.

**Method**

Results from this clinical trial (NCT02005016) have been previously reported in this journal. For detailed descriptions of stimuli and treatment procedures, please refer to Gravier et al. (2018).

**Participants**

Forty-four adults with chronic aphasia due to unilateral left-hemisphere stroke greater than 6 months postonset completed the study. Participants were recruited from the Western Pennsylvania Research Registry, the Audiology and Speech Pathology Research Registry maintained by the VA Pittsburgh Healthcare System, clinician referral, and the VA Pittsburgh’s Program for Intensive Residential Aphasia Treatment and Education. No participants enrolled in this study received any concurrent speech-language treatment outside of the study-related sessions for the duration of the study.

To be included in the study, participants were required to score below the modality mean T score of 70 on the Comprehensive Aphasia Test (CAT), which measures overall aphasia severity (Swinburn et al., 2004). The final range of CAT mean modality T score for participants in the full data set was 44.33–64.17 (M = 52.33, SD = 4.72). Participants who had a history of progressive neurological disease, nervous system injury or disorder prior to the stroke, or the presence of a severe motor speech disorder were excluded from the study. Three participants voluntarily withdrew from the study during treatment, and data from two of these participants were excluded from analysis. The third of these participants (S2) withdrew after 23 sessions due to reduced stamina resulting in an inability to tolerate the intensive treatment schedule. His data were initially excluded from Gravier et al. (2018) but have been included in the full sample here because the total number of treatment sessions he received was similar to that of participants who completed the trial (session number average: 28.7, range: 20–37; see Supplemental Material S3). Summary of demographic information and language and cognitive test scores for all participants who completed the study is provided in Table 1. Individual demographics and test scores are provided in Supplemental Materials S1 and S2.

**Stimuli**

For Participants S1–S5, four treatment lists were generated, each with 10 items from three semantic categories. A list of 10 semantically related items and 10 semantically unrelated items were generated for each treatment list to assess generalization, which were balanced for number of syllables. However, for these first five participants, the time burden of administering daily naming probes prohibitively limited the amount of time available for treatment. Therefore, for the remaining participants, five-item treatment and semantically related generalization lists were generated, and the semantically unrelated generalization list was eliminated.
Items on the treatment lists were determined by performance on a picture naming task, consisting of 194 full-color photographs across eight semantic categories. The naming task was administered 3 times, with the third administration consisting only of items participants had named incorrectly on one of the first two administrations. Initially, an item had to be named incorrectly twice in order to be selected as a treatment or generalization item. However, this criterion was modified halfway through the trial, allowing items that had been named incorrectly only once to be selected if necessary to generate a full treatment list. This modification allowed us to enroll more participants with mild aphasia to increase the diversity of our sample.

**Treatment Description**

Participants received individual SFA treatment (Boyle & Coelho, 1995; Coelho et al., 2000) 4–5 days per week for 4 weeks, in two daily sessions of approximately 120 min each. Treatment was administered using a computer program, the Interactive Multimodality Assessment and Treatment Toolbox (Winans-Mitrik et al., 2013), and only one list was targeted during each session. Stimuli were presented randomly within each list and were only repeated after the entire list had been presented.

For each treatment trial, participants were first presented with a picture of the target and asked to name it aloud within 20 s. Participants were then asked to generate semantic features for the target in five categories: superordinate category (group), physical properties (description), use/action (function), location (context), and personal association (see Figure 1). A three-level cueing hierarchy was used to elicit features, consisting of general prompt (e.g., “How would you describe this?”), followed by a relevant directed question (e.g., “What does this feel like?”) and a binary forced-choice question (e.g., “Is this item smooth or rough?”). A feature was provided by the clinician if the participant failed to respond correctly within the cueing hierarchy. Participants were encouraged to generate three features in the “description,” “function,” and “context” categories and one feature in the “group” and “personal association” categories. Features were scored as “participant generated” if they were provided verbally, either independently or after one of the first two cueing levels.

At the end of each trial, participants were asked to name the target item again with clinician feedback and/or modeling for incorrect or absent responses, and the clinician read the most salient feature from each of the five feature categories aloud to them. The participant was asked to name the item one last time, and if the participant was still unable to provide an accurate response, the clinician provided the correct response. At the end of each trial, participants were asked to generate a sentence using the target word with up to two cues to assist with generation or modification of the response. If the participant was unable to verbally generate a complete, correct sentence, they were asked to repeat one provided by the clinician.

All assessment and treatment procedures were provided by licensed and certified speech-language pathologists. Five treating clinicians administered the protocol over the course of the 4-year study. Each participant received the majority of treatment from a single clinician, with rare exceptions of a second clinician providing treatment coverage due to clinician illness. Treatment fidelity was monitored by a member of the study staff not providing treatment by reviewing short video-recorded segments of treatment for adherence to the SFA protocol using a treatment fidelity checklist. No deviations from the protocol were noted over the course of treatment.

**Naming Probes**

To assess naming maintenance and generalization, treated lists were probed daily, and all lists were probed every fourth day. Probes were administered prior to the initiation of treatment for the day. Naming probes were recorded and scored both online by the clinician and off-line by a blinded second rater. Interrater reliability was calculated as percent agreement in naming accuracy scores. If interrater reliability < 90%, a third rater would also score the probe, and final accuracy would be determined via consensus. Otherwise, if interrater reliability > 90%, the clinician scoring was used. In all instances for naming probes, interrater reliability was > 90%.

**Experimental Design**

Treatment was administered targeting each list sequentially in a multiple-baseline design across behaviors.
and participants. Participants progressed to the next treated list when they named 90% (S1–S5) or 80% (S6–S44) of treated items accurately on three of four consecutive probes or if the list was trained for a maximum of 8 days. Each list was also treated for a minimum of 4 days regardless of treatment probe accuracy. A total of 19 of 44 participants (S2–S5, S10–12, S14, S20, S21, S26, S27, S30, S31, S34, S36, S40, S42, and S43) failed to advance to list three during treatment, and matching generalization lists for these participants were excluded from analysis.

**Analysis**

Entry and exit naming probe response accuracy data were used for this analysis. Entry probes were conducted immediately prior to the first treatment session, and exit probes were conducted the morning after the final treatment session. Trial-level data were extracted from the Interactive Multimodality Assessment and Treatment Toolbox computer program (Winans-Mitrik et al., 2013) and used to calculate the following variables of interest.

For Aim 1, we replicated the dependent variable from Gravier et al. (2018) by calculating the average number of patient-generated features per trial for each treated item. For Aim 2, we hand-coded all participant-generated features for each participant in order to identify the total number of unique features produced across treatment sessions. Participant-generated features were considered the same if they differed only in their grammatical morphology (e.g., “wash” vs. “washing”), differed in the inclusion of a pronoun or an article (e.g., “deflate” vs. “deflate it”), if they were full or reduced versions of the same proper noun (e.g., “Washington D.C.” vs. “D.C.”), or if they were direct synonyms (e.g., “fuel tank” vs. “gas tank”). Participant-generated features were considered different if descriptors or adjectives were added (e.g., “play” vs. “play music”) due to the differences in semantic information. After coding, we calculated the number of unique participant-generated features per trial for each item in each feature category. For Aim 3, five individual models included the average number of participant-generated features per trial for each item, analyzed separately by feature category. In each model, this practice-related effect was crossed with the fixed effects of time point (entry/exit) and item condition (treated/untreated), in a three-way interaction. All models also included aphasia severity (CAT modality mean T score) as a main effect covariate, as aphasia severity has been shown to affect treatment response in general (Conroy et al., 2009; Robey, 1998) and SFA response in particular (Quique et al., 2019). Therefore, each of these models tested how a given practice-related factor moderated the effects of treatment, controlling for aphasia severity. In these models, the use of the logistic link function means that each model predicted total number of correct responses on naming probes in a given session, based on the random effects and fixed effects of interest.

In terms of random effects structures, all models included crossed random effects intercepts for participants and items.1 Probe time was reference-coded for “exit,” and item type was reference-coded for “treated” in all models.2 Model fixed effects were plotted and interpreted using sjPlot (Lüdecke, 2018b), with 95% confidence intervals estimated via the ggeffects package (Lüdecke, 2018a). Full fixed and random effect model specifications for each model are listed in Table 2.

---

1 Although recommendations exist (Barr et al., 2013) to include nested random slopes for fixed effects of interest (i.e., “maximal” random effects structures), for our primary hypotheses, fully maximal random effects structures would require random slopes for the three-way interaction term nested under participants. We attempted to run these models without successful convergence. For consistency across reporting, we have chosen to present models with random intercepts for participants and items only, especially since other nested random slope structures would not support population-level inferences we would like to be able to draw from our data.

2 Reference coding allows for the evaluation of a model at a particular level of the reference-coded variable. Thus, reference-coding the probe time variable for “exit,” for example, allows for a direct assessment of whether the factors of interest predicted probe-naming accuracy at that point in time (treatment exit), in contrast to centering, which would result in evaluating the effect halfway between treatment entry and exit. In this case, “exit” was coded as 0, and “entry” was coded as –1. Similarly, “treated” was coded as 0, and “untreated” as –1.
interaction between features generated, item type, and time point \( (\beta = 0.29, p = .006) \) were significant, suggesting that the effect of generating more features was stronger for treated than untreated items.

These results are not consistent with those reported in Gravier et al. (2018), which found that the number of participant-generated features per trial positively predicted naming accuracy from entry to exit for treated and untreated items and, specifically, that the effect was not different between treated and untreated items. When comparing current results to previous findings (i.e., Figure 2 here compared to Gravier et al.’s Figure 3, Panel D), differences appear to have been mostly driven by a stronger relationship in the current analyses between the number of participant-generated features per trial and naming probe performance at entry, with more features generated during treatment associated with better pretreatment baseline performance. This effect was significant for untreated items \( (\beta = 0.15, p = .008) \) and at the level of a nonsignificant trend for treated items \( (\beta = 0.09, p = .13) \). In Gravier et al., there was no significant relationship between participant-generated features per trial and naming probe performance at entry. Therefore, this increased association at entry in the current analysis appears to have attenuated differences between entry and exit, especially for untreated items.

Table 3. Generalized linear models for the average number of features generated per trial and nested models for treated and untreated items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Treated</th>
<th>Untreated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.93 [0.65, 1.22] &lt;.001</td>
<td>0.97 [0.67, 1.26] &lt;.001</td>
<td>-0.64 [-0.93, -0.34] &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time point</td>
<td>2.14 [1.84, 2.43] &lt;.001</td>
<td>2.17 [1.86, 2.49] &lt;.001</td>
<td>0.40 [0.12, 0.68] .005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item condition</td>
<td>1.54 [1.24, 1.84] &lt;.001</td>
<td>1.54 [1.24, 1.84] &lt;.001</td>
<td>1.54 [1.24, 1.84] &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features generated</td>
<td>0.45 [0.32, 0.58] &lt;.001</td>
<td>0.44 [0.31, 0.58] &lt;.001</td>
<td>0.27 [0.13, 0.40] &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT mean modality ( T )</td>
<td>0.57 [0.37, 0.76] &lt;.001</td>
<td>0.64 [0.41, 0.87] &lt;.001</td>
<td>0.46 [0.23, 0.70] &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Point x Item Condition</td>
<td>1.75 [1.35, 2.15] &lt;.001</td>
<td>1.75 [1.35, 2.15] &lt;.001</td>
<td>1.75 [1.35, 2.15] &lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Point x Features Generated</td>
<td>0.37 [0.22, 0.52] &lt;.001</td>
<td>0.36 [0.21, 0.51] &lt;.001</td>
<td>0.08 [-0.07, 0.23] .282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Condition x Features Generated</td>
<td>0.22 [0.07, 0.37] &lt;.005</td>
<td>0.22 [0.07, 0.37] &lt;.005</td>
<td>0.22 [0.07, 0.37] &lt;.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Point x Item Condition x Features Generated</td>
<td>0.29 [0.08, 0.50] .006</td>
<td>0.29 [0.08, 0.50] .006</td>
<td>0.29 [0.08, 0.50] .006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Bolded text indicates significance at \( \alpha < .05 \). CI = confidence interval; CAT = Comprehensive Aphasia Test.
items. To further examine this effect in the current data set, we also looked at the nested two-way interaction models between time point and features generated, separately for treated and untreated items. These models show that the interaction effect between time point and features generated was significant for treated items ($\beta = 0.36$, $p < .001$) but not significant for untreated items ($\beta = 0.08$, $p = .282$; see Table 3 for full models). Therefore, for the final data set reported here, there is no evidence that generating more features is related to treatment gains on untreated items.

**Results for Aim 2**

The goal of Aim 2 was to examine whether feature diversity, or the number of unique features generated, predicts changes in SFA treatment outcomes. Results for the unique number of participant-generated features per trial are reported in Table 4. As in the model for Aim 1, significant main effects were found for time point ($\beta = 1.11$, $p < .001$) and item type ($\beta = 0.62$, $p < .001$), and a significant two-way interaction was found between time point and item type ($\beta = 0.90$, $p < .001$). The main effect of the unique number of features generated was also significant ($\beta = 0.40$, $p < .001$), indicating that generating more unique features during treatment was associated with greater naming accuracy of treated items at exit. However, Figure 3 shows that the same basic positive relationship between the number of unique features generated and naming accuracy was present both at entry and exit and for treated and untreated items. In addition, the lack of significant two-way interactions between time point and the number of unique features generated ($\beta = -0.05$, $p = .49$) and between item type and the number of unique features generated ($\beta = 0.18$, $p = .074$) and the lack of a significant three-way interaction between all three fixed effects ($\beta = -0.05$, $p = .63$) further support the conclusion that there was no relationship between the number of unique semantic features produced and any practice-related changes in naming performance, since effects are observed at entry, before treatment began.

**Results for Aim 3**

The goal of Aim 3 was to examine how the number of participant-generated features in specific feature categories (i.e., superordinate category/group, physical properties/description, use/function, typical location, and personal association) affects treatment outcomes in SFA. Results for the average number of participant-generated features per trial by feature category are reported in Table 5. The crucial test for these models was the three-way interaction between time point, treatment condition, and features generated, separately by feature category. After Bonferroni correction...
for multiple comparisons ($\alpha = .01$), this three-way interaction was significant for the description and function categories but not for the context, group, and personal association categories. Despite these differences in statistical significance, visualization of description, function, context, and group feature categories revealed the same basic relationships between time point, treatment condition, and features generated (see Figures 4A–4D).

In contrast, the personal-association feature category exhibited a different pattern, and the three-way interaction was not significant. Referring to Figure 4E, this null three-way interaction appears to be driven by differences in slope for trained items at exit in the personal association model, compared to the effects depicted for other feature categories. Increasing the number of personally relevant features appears to be associated with a shallower slope for treated items at exit, possibly driven by the fact that individuals who generated very few personal-association features still showed some direct training gains for treated items. In other words, the reduction in treatment gains associated with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Generalized linear model for the unique number of features generated per trial.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Predictors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT mean modality $T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Point $\times$ Item Condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Point $\times$ Features Generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Condition $\times$ Features Generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Point $\times$ Item Condition $\times$ Features Generated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Random effects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma^2$</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Participant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Bolded text indicates significance at $\alpha < .05$. CI = confidence interval; CAT = Comprehensive Aphasia Test.
Table 5. Generalized linear model for the average number of features generated per trial within each feature category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Personal association</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log-odds</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Log-odds</td>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.91 [0.62, 1.20]</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.91 [0.62, 1.19]</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.92 [0.63, 1.21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time point</td>
<td>2.13 [1.84, 2.43]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>2.14 [1.85, 2.43]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>2.15 [1.86, 2.44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item condition</td>
<td>1.53 [1.22, 1.83]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.55 [1.25, 1.85]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.53 [1.23, 1.83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features generated</td>
<td>3.22 [2.27, 4.17]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>2.47 [1.46, 3.48]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.21 [0.77, 1.64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT mean modality T</td>
<td>0.56 [0.35, 0.77]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>0.67 [0.47, 0.86]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>0.63 [0.42, 0.83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Point × Item Condition</td>
<td>1.74 [1.34, 2.14]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.78 [1.38, 2.17]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.76 [1.36, 2.15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Point × Features Generated</td>
<td>2.47 [1.34, 3.60]</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.91 [0.65, 3.17]</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>0.92 [0.42, 1.43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Condition × Features</td>
<td>1.66 [0.50, 2.83]</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>0.12 [−1.23, 1.47]</td>
<td>.865</td>
<td>0.60 [0.08, 1.12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated</td>
<td>Time Point × Item Condition × Features Generated</td>
<td>2.02 [0.39, 3.65]</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>0.71 [−1.16, 2.58]</td>
<td>.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ²</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ₀</td>
<td>0.57Target</td>
<td>0.57Target</td>
<td>0.57Target</td>
<td>0.57Target</td>
<td>0.57Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ₁</td>
<td>0.28Participant</td>
<td>0.28Participant</td>
<td>0.28Participant</td>
<td>0.28Participant</td>
<td>0.28Participant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Bolded text indicates Benferroni-corrected significance at α < .01. CI = confidence interval; CAT = Comprehensive Aphasia Test.
Figure 4. Predicted proportion correct naming responses for each feature category by the average number of participant-generated features per trial at entry and exit probes. CI = confidence interval.
generating fewer personal-association features does not appear to be as great as the penalty associated with producing fewer of the other feature types. The shallower effect of feature generation on treated items means that treated and untreated items matched in slope at exit, and this seems to account for most of what is driving this null three-way interaction. It does not suggest effects of generalization or direct training for this feature type.

**Discussion**

The rationale for this article was to replicate the preliminary findings reported in Gravier et al. (2018) and to further examine how specific aspects of participant-generated features affect treatment outcomes in SFA. Specifically, exploratory analyses on our preliminary data set in Gravier et al. found that participants who generate more semantic features during SFA treatment show greater improvements in naming performance. Furthermore, these improvements were roughly equal for both treated and untreated items, which suggested that focusing on generating features during SFA might facilitate treatment generalization. Thus, in Aim 1, we updated this preliminary analysis with the full data set from our VA Pittsburgh Healthcare System clinical trial. In Aim 2, we examined how feature diversity, measured in terms of the number of unique features generated, predicted treatment-related gains in naming performance. Finally, in Aim 3, we examined whether participant-generated features within different feature categories differentially predicted treatment-related gains in naming performance.

Although Gravier et al. (2018) found that the average number of participant-generated features predicted treatment gains both for treated and untreated related words, the current replication only found evidence for a direct training effect: Generating more features during SFA appears to predict treatment gains for treated items, but not for untreated items. This may be an instance of “regression to the mean.” Specifically, if an initial effect size (in this case, the effect of participant-generated features on treatment outcomes for untreated items) is overestimated due to random variation, additional testing tends to attenuate findings by producing values closer to the true mean (Barnett et al., 2005). This change is not likely due to any changes in aphasia severity of enrolled PWA over the course of the study due to shifts in item selection criteria, since analyses specifically controlled for this by including aphasia severity as a covariate.

Since baseline aphasia severity has been shown to predict treatment response in SFA (Quique et al., 2019), one potential interpretation suggested by a helpful reviewer is that the features generated variably may represent a more fine-grained measure of baseline naming ability, which showed a predictive effect even after controlling for aphasia severity. However, the average number of patient-generated features per trial showed only moderate correlations with aphasia severity as measured by CAT mean modality T score (r = .45, r² = .20) and naming ability as assessed by the Philadelphia Naming Test (r = .56, r² = .31). Given that both the CAT and the PNT are reliable tests and the large amount of trial-level data that went into the patient-generated features measure, it appears to reflect something distinct about individual performance above and beyond overall aphasia severity and naming ability.

As mentioned in the Results section, one change between the current findings and the preliminary analyses in Gravier et al. (2018) was an increase in the strength of the relationship between participant-generated features and naming probe performance at baseline. If the ability to generate features during treatment is associated with the ability to name probes at entry, before treatment occurs, then this relationship is likely at least partially driven by individual differences that exist prior to intervention and is not purely a practice-related factor.

This highlights a confound in the current study design, in that the number of participant-generated features was not specifically controlled. This does not allow us to determine whether feature generation serves as a direct mechanism of action or is instead a proxy for underlying individual differences in language ability, which are themselves responsible for differences in SFA outcomes. For example, if PWA with relatively spared semantic systems only generated a few features, would they still show the same level of treatment gains? Conversely, if modifications to the SFA protocol allowed PWA with more severe semantic deficits generate more features, would they show improved treatment gains? Therefore, a critical next step in this line of research is to specifically manipulate the number of features generated to control for individual differences in PWA.

Regardless, the absence of a clear effect of feature generation on improvement for untreated items is somewhat surprising, given both the theoretical motivation of SFA and the body of evidence demonstrating that word retrieval is facilitated by presentation or repetition of semantically related material (see, e.g., Neely, 2012, for a review). This finding may suggest that SFA operates at least in part via mechanisms other than automatic priming of semantic representations, such as SFA-prompted self-cueing strategies (as originally suggested by Boyle & Coelho, 1995). Further work is needed to disentangle the contributions of these different mechanisms.

Aim 2 examined how feature diversity, or the number of unique features generated, predicted changes in naming performance. This hypothesis was motivated by the notion that greater feature diversity may engender greater spreading activation across a network (Boyle & Coelho, 1995; Collins & Loftus, 1975), thereby producing larger treatment gains. Furthermore, positive effects of greater feature diversity (i.e., sampling features more broadly within the semantic network) would also be consistent with claims that accessing atypical features is especially beneficial for semantic feature-based naming treatments (Kirnan, 2008; Kirnan & Thompson, 2003).

However, the current findings did not provide any evidence that generating more unique features per trial has...
any specific effect on treatment gains for either treated or untreated items. This is in contrast to the Aim 1 findings, where the number of features generated (not accounting for diversity) was predictive of treatment gains for treated items. Together, these findings draw attention to an inherent tension between feature diversity and repeated practice in treatments such as SFA. Specifically, for a given dosage, there is a direct trade-off between the number of different feature–target pairs that can be practiced overall and the amount that specific feature–target pairs can be strengthened via repetition. While failing to reject the null hypothesis here does not allow us to “accept the null” and conclude that there is no true underlying relationship between participant-generated feature diversity and treatment outcomes, the small effect sizes (see log-odds estimates and 95% confidence intervals for the crucial interaction terms in Table 4) do suggest, even if such a relationship exists, it is unlikely to be large enough to be of much clinical significance.

As in the Aim 1 analyses, it should again be noted that we did not experimentally manipulate feature diversity and that these conclusions are only supported within the natural range of variation in feature generation that was engendered by our clinical design. Modifying SFA to intentionally target an extremely limited or extremely broad set of features might produce values outside our sample range and different outcomes as a result; this is a question for future study.

Aim 3 examined how generation of different feature categories predicted changes in naming performance for treated and untreated items in response to SFA. We hypothesized that the personal association and description (physical-property) feature categories would demonstrate particularly robust effects on treatment gains, based on previous findings from the memory and learning literatures (Bower & Winzenz, 1970; Rogers et al., 1977; Symons & Johnson, 1997).

In evaluating the crucial three-way interaction between time point (entry vs. exit), item type (treated vs. untreated), and number of participant-generated features within each feature category, models testing the description and function categories showed significant interactions after Bonferroni correction, while the models examining group, personal association, and context did not. With the exception of personal association, visualization of these models revealed the same basic pattern as the omnibus model described under Aim 1: Specifically, that generating more features in each of these four feature categories appears to predict treatment gains and does so primarily for treated items. While the null three-way interaction found in the personal-association feature category model appears to be an exception to this overall trend, visualization of the personal-category model findings (see Figure 4E) was not suggestive of greater generalization effects for individuals who generated more personal-association features. Instead, the absence of a three-way interaction appears to reflect a smaller penalty for generating fewer personal-association features, particularly for treated items. Overall, the current findings provide little evidence that individual feature categories appear to have a distinctive (stronger or weaker) effect on treatment gains in SFA. While our null findings for Aims 2 or 3 did not provide support for our initial hypotheses, we would like to explicitly note the importance of reporting them here in order to minimize effect estimate biases in the published literature (Ioannidis, 2006).

**Clinical Implications**

Based on our findings, we offer the following clinically relevant conclusions and recommendations.

1. SFA improves naming ability for both trained words and semantically related untrained words. In this clinical trial of 44 PWA, SFA treatment improved confrontation picture naming for both trained and semantically related untrained words, with larger effects for trained words. This is consistent with previous meta-analysis findings (Quique et al., 2019) and with another recent clinical trial reporting treatment effects of SFA on 30 PWA (Kendall et al., 2019), both of which also reported outcomes at the group level. In a recent systematic review, Efstratiadou et al. (2018) found that only 40% of previous single-subject case series studies of SFA reported generalization to semantically related untrained stimuli, suggesting that individual variability may account for why generalization effects are modest at the group level. The source of these individual differences (i.e., person-level predictors of treatment response) should be investigated further.

2. Patient-generated features is a key predictor of treatment response in SFA. In the current study, generating more features was associated larger direct training effects, controlling for aphasia severity. In addition, review of individual participant performance in terms of responders and nonresponders revealed a helpful performance-based clinical benchmark: No PWA who averaged less than five features per trial (out of 11 opportunities) over the course of treatment demonstrated any notable treatment gains in treated or untreated items. This suggests that a patient who cannot generate many features on average during standard SFA treatment is unlikely to show gains. While our specific benchmark is currently based on the average number of participant-generated features across the entire study intervention, the general principle (very poor feature generation = poor treatment prognosis) should still apply to clinicians trialing SFA during diagnostic treatment.

3. Patient-generated semantic feature diversity did not predict treatment outcomes in this SFA clinical trial. There were no significant effects of feature diversity on treatment outcomes, and estimated effect sizes based on model fixed effects were quite small. Therefore, varying feature diversity within the range seen in our sample is unlikely to produce any clinically meaningful differences in improving treatment outcomes.
Participants were prompted to generate features that differed between participant-generated feature categories, three comparisons could be a focus of future work. (Kiran et al., 2009; Kiran & Thompson, 2003). Direct production, where features do not need to be verbally produced but may be better to focus on repeated practice of fewer features to maximize feature quantity over feature diversity.

4. Aphasia severity continues to be a significant predictor of treatment outcomes in SFA. Aphasia severity was consistently found as a significant predictor of naming probe performance in the models presented above (as well as in the previous findings by Gravier et al., 2018). For example, in the Aim 1 model evaluating the impact of the average number of participant-generated features per trial, the odds of a correct response for treated items increased 1.77 times for each 1-SD increase in CAT modality mean T score (aphasia severity). In other words, more severe PWA were less likely to improve in response to our SFA intervention. This finding contributes to the existing evidence that aphasia severity plays a prognostic role in response to intervention (e.g., Lambon Ralph et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2009), including response to SFA (Quique et al., 2019). Therefore, a patient’s overall level of aphasia severity should be considered when selecting SFA as a potential intervention, as patients with more severe aphasia are less likely to demonstrate treatment-related gains.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

As noted above, a central limitation to this article is that none of the key variables of interest associated with feature generation was experimentally manipulated; these analyses reflect natural variation in the data, thus limiting our ability to draw strong, causal conclusions about potential mechanisms of action in SFA. In addition, confounds in the amount of dosage provided between treatment lists required us to control for the total number of trials in our patient-generated feature variables instead of further investigating this factor directly. Therefore, future work should experimentally manipulate key practice-related variables of interest to better dissociate individual differences in underlying cognitive–linguistic ability from differences in behavior during therapy and better control treatment list exposure.

While the current results suggest that PWA who cannot generate at least an average of five of 10 semantic features per trial are not good candidates for SFA, it is unclear how these same individuals would respond to related semantically based naming treatments such as feature verification, where features do not need to be verbally produced (Kiran et al., 2009; Kiran & Thompson, 2003). Direct comparisons could be a focus of future work.

In regard to the Aim 3 analyses examining differences between participant-generated feature categories, three limitations should be noted: First, the number of features participants were prompted to generate differed between categories. Participants were encouraged to generate three features for the context, function, and description categories but only one feature for the personal association and group categories. Between-category differences of this type should be controlled in future work. Second, while category prompts were clearly distinct, participant-generated features themselves did not always neatly correspond to a single category, and participants occasionally used the same feature for multiple categories. For example, a participant generated the same feature, “in Bob’s backyard,” in response to both the personal association and location category prompts. Since our data were coded in direct relation to the category prompt, our findings are more directly relevant to how SFA fractions semantic conceptual space and do less to address detailed semantic relationships between individual feature–target pairs themselves. Future work could look at issues of semantic overlap and semantic relationships more specifically by investigating the effects of feature–target semantic similarity on treatment response (Mandera et al., 2017). Third, Aim 3 made use of three-way interaction models analyzed in parallel for each feature category. Strong conclusions about differences between these models would require directly comparing differences statistically. However, such comparisons would have necessitated the use of four-way interaction models, introducing both interpretive issues and power considerations, which negatively affects the strength of our conclusions for Aim 3.

**Conclusions**

Overall, results from our full study sample show that increasing the number of participant-generated features improves treatment response for trained but not untrained items in SFA. However, there were large individual differences in the number of features generated by participants in our sample, and it is not clear if the current findings are attributable to individual differences in cognitive–linguistic ability or differences in practice-related factors. Therefore, future work investigating these effects should experimentally control the numbers of features generated by participants to determine whether feature generation causally contributes to treatment gains in SFA (Boyle, 2010).

While we find no evidence that participant-generated feature diversity or feature category differentially affects treatment outcomes in SFA, several clinically relevant conclusions may still be drawn from the current study. Patient-generated features remain a key predictor of treatment response in SFA, especially for direct training, and PWA who cannot generate a sufficient number of features on average (five out of 11 opportunities in the current clinical trial) do not appear to respond well to SFA. Aphasia severity continues to be a significant predictor of treatment outcomes in SFA as well. Future work should focus on determining whether person-related factors can help us identify preintervention and potential nonresponders to therapy and explore treatment modifications to improve treatment outcomes for these individuals.
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